Public services:
striving for satisfaction
A trends report on the urgent need for better service and experience

Public services:
striving for satisfaction
Over the last 10 years, the public sector has changed
significantly as it strives to keep pace
with new challenges.
From increasing public expectations to the government’s more visible
performance, organizations are under pressure to provide citizens with
quick and easy access to more innovative services. And providing the
best possible experience for a range of citizens isn’t easy. But that’s
not all. There’s also the on-going pressure of regulatory changes
and data privacy.

We know that as a public services provider, you want to
support citizens every step of the way. But that’s a real
challenge when you’re facing skills shortages, further
efficiency targets, and more demands on your time
and budget than ever before. That’s why keeping
information and citizens moving is critical.

This report highlights the changing demands, pressures and
challenges in public services. Plus, the urgent need for better
service and experience.
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Global public sector decision
makers have spoken:
61%

50%

54%

87%

say the biggest barrier
around investing in
technology generally is
budgetary constraints or
cost reduction targets.

say they find it
difficult to keep up with
changing technology
in their sector.

state citizens are
complaining more about
waiting or queuing than
a year ago.

would be interested in
seeing what is actually
possible through citizen
journey management.

Research findings were taken from the Qmatic global research survey of
over 600 decision makers across healthcare and public services (2018).
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Your challenges
Skills shortages, a need to reduce costs and meeting
efficiency targets are just some of the challenges
we know you face every day.
Our research reveals that, as a senior leader, operations or procurement
manager, you suffer with skill shortages and acquiring talent to maintain
the level of service needed for your citizens. What’s more, you face
budget cutbacks and the need to reduce costs while delivering
and exceeding the ever-changing public expectations.
Meanwhile, as a digital transformation manager you’re also under
stress, with the ever-increasing demands to improve the efficiency
of your organization, and to deliver it with spending cutbacks too.
And not to mention the need to still provide citizens with highly
secure data privacy and protection.

Research findings were taken from the Qmatic global
research survey of over 600 decision makers across
healthcare and public services (2018).

43%

of senior leaders say skills
shortages and acquiring
talent is one of the biggest
challenges for their
organization over
the next 12 months

71%

feel busier and that there
are more demands on
their time than a year ago
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1. Overcoming your challenges
Our recommendations
We understand how demanding and overwhelming these key
challenges can be, but there is a solution that improves efficiency
within your processes, boosting citizen flow.

Make processes work for you
As part of your digital transformation agenda, there’s an
opportunity to adapt your processes and technology to
dramatically improve the efficiency and personalization
of service delivery and reduce budgetary pressure.

Turn your efficiencies into experiences
Put journey management tools in the hands of citizens and staff
to reduce waiting and assisting times, minimize administration,
and enable self-service.

Smooth out your citizen flow
Keep your citizens moving by providing faster services
and added transparency throughout the experience,
from pre-arrival to post-service.
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How the City of
Wolverhampton Council
improved the overall efficiency
of their customer journey
The City of Wolverhampton Council has
been able to provide a more efficient service.
It has also been able to completely assess
the customer journey and spot where key
changes should be made to create further
efficiencies and savings.
Up to

10,000
READ HOW THEY DID IT

customers
visiting in a
single month
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Technology
2
is not a barrier
There is a need to implement and teach your staff about
technology solutions, without causing any disruption.
Our report reveals that organizations, like yours, across the world feel
the need to have knowledge and appreciation of citizen journey
management if they want to implement IT solutions without disruption.
But there’s a lot of stigma around technology as a barrier, and it raises
lots of questions like: will it cause disruption? Is it easy to deploy and
use? Will it increase an employee’s personal workload and put a strain
on an already stretched resource? And how much will it cost?
As a senior leader, you may be concerned about the technical
challenges this tech would cause. And you’re worried about the
increase in workload as a result of having more data and insight
and the added stress and expense to your staff. As a digital
transformation, procurement or operations manager you fear that
the technology would require you to re-engineer processes and
roles – resulting in additional time and expense. Or it could be
the level of security this technology would involve.

Research findings were taken from the Qmatic global research survey of
over 600 decision makers across healthcare and public services (2018).

70%

of operations managers feel
that budgetary constraints
are a barrier to investing
in technologies generally

89%

believe data and insight
can help them differentiate
and provide better
citizen experiences
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2. Technology is not a barrier
Our top tips
Thanks to advances in technology, it’s now much easier
to keep information and citizens flowing. The first step is to
understand how technology is not a barrier, it’s an opportunity
to harness the power of digital instead.

Focus on quality of service
Allow citizens to pre-book or walk into local public offices, get
securely connected to the service they require, and be allocated
to the staff member who has the right skills for their needs.

Meet changing citizen expectations
Provide ready-to-use mobile solutions, so appointments can be
booked and managed in advance, and staff can focus on meeting
and supporting citizens to deliver a better all-round experience.

Relieve the daily pressures on your staff
Use virtual queuing technology to help reduce long queues
and the demands on your staff who currently check-in
and direct citizens where they need to go.
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How Humboldt-Universität
zu Berlin is increasing
employee and customer
satisfaction with Qmatic
Thanks to Qmatic’s Orchestra platform,
expert counsellors in student services can
see how many students they have waiting
for service. The new system is technically
simple and provides the capability for
every member of staff to track and process
everything. If the counselling area becomes
crowded, the back office staff can help out,
easing congestion.
Around

90%

of concerns are
dealt with directly
at the info points

READ HOW THEY DID IT
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Investing in a good
3
citizen experience
The appreciation of journey management is
critical to providing a good citizen experience.
Our findings reveal that investing in technology can meet the needs of everyone across
your public service organization – from senior leaders to IT managers. It has multiple
benefits, including the ability to simplify your processes and streamline workloads
– two key focuses across your industry. But that’s not all.
Technology can also help you with appointment bookings, which you can manage in
advance. This provides business intelligence and data analytics to improve the citizen
experience and efficiency across your organization. And if that’s not enough, you can also
make use of mobile apps for your staff – helping them to meet public needs and manage
the workforce based on skillsets and service demand.

94%

say it is important for their
organization to ensure
a good citizen experience

66%

of digital transformation
teams say improving
efficiency is a key priority for
their organization over the
next 12 months in delivering
a good citizen experience

Research findings were taken from the Qmatic global research survey of over 600 decision makers across healthcare and public services (2018).
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3. Investing in a good citizen experience
Our expert advice
Investing in technology does more than just improve the citizen experience
across your organization. The benefits of business intelligence can allow you
to manage your workforce well, reduce the strain on your staff, and make better
use of their skills and service demand.

Have the right people in the right place
Employee levels are matched to volume, so you can virtually move citizens to
skilled staff members to complete their journey on a single visit. What’s more,
you can keep citizens informed throughout.

Connect what matters
With digital transformation and data measurement high on the government
agenda, connecting digital citizens to public services through seamless
experiences has never mattered more.

Gain visibility through intelligence and insights
Real-time management dashboards and reporting can provide a clear view
of service demand and quality, as well as citizen feedback and waiting times.
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Your citizen
4
satisfaction checklist
If you want to take the first steps to
increase citizen satisfaction, you need to:
Understand the common citizen journey issues
faced in your facility
Understand your budgets and requirements
Engage all stakeholders on the need to invest
and make improvements

Research findings were taken from the Qmatic global research survey of
over 600 decision makers across healthcare and public services (2018).

98%

of public service decision
makers believe data and
insight can help them
differentiate and provide
better citizen experiences
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At your service
Discover the digital intelligence you need
to offer service with satisfaction
At Qmatic, we understand the citizen journey – it’s in our DNA. And we have proven
the benefits of our global experience with many public service providers. We offer
expert consultation and scalable solutions that are ready to implement, easy to use,
and deliver immediate results. We also provide complete journey implementation
– from experience design and technical deployment to results measurement. Plus,
our ongoing support means we’re there for our customers, every step of the way.
We help government institutions of all types to get the most value from their
resources, without adding to personal workloads. It’s easy to manage small
environments or complex service provision with journey management solutions
that virtually manage the citizen experience. And that means you get to harness
the power of digital through real-time citizen views and valuable insights that allow
you to drive, control and measure service quality. So just think what we could
do for you.

About this report
All findings were taken from the Qmatic global research survey of over 600 decision
makers across healthcare and public services (December 2018). This research
was conducted by Qmatic, to provide a global view of market trends in the public
sector and the responsibilities, challenges and priorities faced by those who
drive, or support, investment in citizen journey management.

Contact
To find out how we can help your organization, email us at info@qmatic.com
or visit www.qmatic.com/servicewithsatisfaction

All findings have been sourced from the Qmatic global research survey of over 600 decision
makers across healthcare and public services (2018).

